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Abstract – This term paper is discuss how machine translation of web pages work, presents the research of 

the web machine translation systems which developed at present, how they work, and the different 

architectures for implement web machine translation. And also it presents the corn of machine translation 

(MT), the different approaches, such as rule-based MT and Statistical MT. 

Keywords – web based machine translation, machine translation, rule-based MT, Statistical MT. 

 

1. Introduction 

 Machine Translation (MT) means translate one natural language to other language by the 

computational power of computer; actually it is not a new concept in computer science, when the 

computer was developed, someone had an idea to solve this problem by computer, some engineer had the 

demonstration to solve the MT as early as 1950’s [1], but the processing of MT was slow before 1980’s 

because the result is poor and the computation ability of computer was not enough to solve MT problem. 

[2]. However after 1980’s, the growth of computation of computer let people pay the attention back to this 

study field. Nowadays, there are different approaches of implement the MT software: the mainly 

approaches in market are rule-based machine translation (RBMT) and statistical machine translation (SMT). 

 The appearance of Internet in 1990, MT becomes more importance in world [3]. Recently year, the 

application of machine translation in Global, also e-Business becomes more important. By the computation, 

there are 260 countries are connected by internet, representing over 26 major languages. Among the 

online population, non-English language speakers take about 43 percent [4]. How user gets numerous of 

Multi-language information in Web page, and how to present and translate the information of company by 

the web-site in Multi-language is the key issue in globalization. And user can use Web based Machine 

Translation services, to solve this kind of problem, by its fast, instant, effective and low-cost translation via 

internet. 

 Although the quality of the translation is increased by the growth of computation, it still can’t reach 

the human native level, because of the complexity of human language, the translation error always happen. 

Therefore, nowadays, the Machine Translation don’t seek the FAHQMT (Fully Automatic High Quality 

Machine Translation) [4], it is used as a Machine-Aided. To get the correct result, it still needs human 

post-edit, but after the MT process, it will return the approximate and rough result. It can speed-up the 

process of translation, and it is good enough for user who just want to know the brief idea and concept in a 

foreign document in the Web. 

 This term paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the current web service. Section 3 will 

discuss how machine translation of web pages works: Section 4 focuses on different kernel approaches and 

module in System; Section 5 lists the case of module and resource; Section 6 focuses on the idea and 

different architectures of whole system. Section 6 concludes the study. The research references are given in 

the end of the term paper. 
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2. Various translation service  

For instance, the Google Company has provided different translation service on the internet:

Basic online translation: user inputs the text, selects the translation language pair and gets the result. 

 

Document/ web page translation: when using Google Chrome, user can directly translate a whole web 

page or document.   

  

Web Browser integration: when user install the Google Browser toolbar on other browser, it supports a 

tool for translation.   
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Web page integration: web page developer can involve the google translation source code into their web 

browser. 

 

Mobile version: mobile version is supported, it can prove SMS translation, speech to text translation 

 

 

3. Basic Work flow 

 How machine translation of web pages works? Actually the developers just built the machine 

translation system on Internet, provide the translation service on the web page. The translation work still 

relies on the tradition MT approach as kernel. 

    The base idea [5] [6] of web based machine translation, use different architectures to build a 

client/server translation service. Different translation language rules and approaches will be developed as a 

series of modules in the back-end translation server side; the front-end interface client side accept the 

translate requirement and send to server side, the result will send back to client after the processing. The 

internet connection is used by http, TCP/IP, SSL etc. 
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For instance, user uses Google translation to translate English to Germany. English is called source 

language and Germany is called target language.  

a. At the client side, user input words/sentences by English at a web interface. 

b. The words and requirement will send automatically to the Google server.  

c. Inside the server, the English words/sentences are going to translate to Germany by different 

modules. 

d. After the series translation processes, the target language, Germany will be generated, and the 

final result will be send back to the client side, display on the web browser. 

Figure 1: The basic architectures of different Web based Machine Translation 

As figure 1 is shown, there are different web based machine translation systems, but the working flow 

is similar. Different MT approaches can be chosen, rule-based (RBMT), statistical (SMT), example-based or 

hybrid (RBMT + SMT)… the concepts are different among those approaches, but both are the kernel of the 

Translation to translate source language to target language. It will be discussed later. 

Also different HTML and language modules will be used during the translation, as HTML fetching, 

Word segmentation, Part of Speech tagging, Syntactic Parsing, HTML combining. Which modules will be 

used is depending on which MT approaches is used. The probabilistic data, lexicon, grammar rule… such 

language resources will be used by different modules. 

Last but not least, there are also different ways to connect the client, server and module, lead to 

different architectures of web machine Translation System. 
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4. Translation kernel 

This section will be discussed the translation kernel of the Web based translation service.

Different machine translation approaches 

Translation is a process of decode the source language, then re-decode the target language, at the 

same time, it requires knowledge of the Grammar, Semantics, Syntax of languages. Also even requires the 

culture if they are closely related language - similar grammatical structures. The main issues of developers 

have met when develop a MT are, how to represent those complex cognitive knowledge into MT System [1] 

Basically, we can classify the approaches in these catalogs: Rule based, statistical, exampled based and 

Hybrid. Both of them can be the core of web based translation system. There is the classification of 

different approaches with generation [7]: 

 

Figure 2: The classification of different approaches 

Actually, the 1st and 2nd Generation approach are Linguistic analysis approaches, the 3rd Generation 

approach is using corpus to train a statistical data for estimate the probability of result. 

The first real-time web translation service is AltaVista's Babel Fish Systran translation in 1997 [8]. 

Currently most of the existing web translation systems are using the statistical MT to implement the 

translation, even the web based MT, for instance Google Translation [9]. We can find other approach using 

in web based MT, Yahoo! Babel Fish is using Rule-based MT, provided by SYSTRAN, one of the oldest 

machine translation company [10]. 

4.1 Direct approach  

It is the earliest, the most basic approach of the MT. Essentially, it is a Dictionary Approach, and 

Linguist Model is not involved. Based on source and target language dictionaries, the translation will be 

done words by words [11]. The translate result is poor. 
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Figure 3: Direct Translation approach, translation word by word, and morphological analysis 

4.2 Transfer approach  

There are 3 different stages of Transfer approaches [7]. 1. Analysis: Parses the source text into Abstract 

Source Representation (Intermediate), a source-language dictionary and grammar are used; 2. Transfer: 

Translate this representation into Abstract Target Representation, a Bilingual Dictionary and Grammar are 

used; 3. Generation: Mapping target representation using target language dictionary and grammar to 

target text. Syntactic analysis is used, Semantics analysis can be used or not. This approach results a high 

quality of translation result. In the closely related language-pair, the accuracy can reach 90% [12]. 

 

Figure 4: Transfer approach model 

4.3 Interlingua approaches: 

The ideal Interlingua is a summarized, abstract meaning, Neutral Universal Language. It is able to 

describe all of the syntactic and semantic characteristics of all of the languages. During the process of 

Interlingua approach, in analysis stage, source text is converted to One Interlingua representation in parser, 

then in the general stage, transfer it to the target text [7]. 

On this other hand, it is the complexity of universal language-neutral Interlingua. Especially in the 

multilingual MT, more languages exist, more different to build, the same situation happen in un-closely 

related languages, as English and Chinese. 
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Figure 5: Interlingua approach model 

4.4 Statistical Machine approaches: 

Different with Rule-Based translation, Statistical and Example-based approach are used/ training a 

large size of bilingual corpus, the training corpus as a reference data to calculate the probability of 

selecting the most matching translated result [7]. During the processing, those approaches can’t use any 

linguistic rule. 

Statistical approach is also one of the most widely used MT manners in recently; this approach first 

obtains the Statistical Models by training a large Parallel Bilingual Corpus. The bilingual corpus is a set of 

documentations with Source and Target Language and the translated relationship [7]. 

The source input text is segmented into phrases and strings, obtain the translated word segments by 

statistical model and some probability theory. Finally output the result by choosing and combining the most 

appropriate segments. Statistical approach primary uses Bayes’ rule to implement the translation [7] [13]. 

The formula is: 

Where S is the input source language, T is the output target language. P (T|S) is the probability of T 

by given S. Since S is fixing, the P (S) is a constant, we omit it and the formula is changed as: 

We just focus on P (T) and P (S|T). Furthermore, to find P (T|S), we divide the work to estimate P (T) in 

Language Model and estimate P (S|T) in Translation Model. The final result is the combination work of 

Language Model and Translation Model: The task of Translation Model is calculating the probabilities of 

matching the source segments to target segment by a bilingual corpus; the task of Language model is 

calculating the best sequences from the target segments and combine them as a final output [7] [13]. 
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Figure 6: Statistical-based approach model 

Using statistical approach can easier to build Multilingual MT, rather than rule-based MT, because its 

complex linguistic rule between multi-language. No matter the closely languages or un-closely 

language-pair, it builds MT faster. Also, it will provide a high quietly bilingual corpus with enough 

information; the MT system can provide a high quietly result. 

4.5 Example-Based approaches: 

Example-Based uses the aligned bilingual corpus and Target Language model during the translation [7]. 

 

Figure 7: Example-based approach model 

First, a source language text is decomposed into a set of segments (sentences or phrases). Those 

segments are translated to target segments, actually it is find a closely translation-pair example based on 

the Examples in Aligned bilingual corpus. Finally the target segments recombined together to be a target 

output text. 

While translating the source segments to target segments, the MT system is “Imitating” the translation 

of similar segment in the corpus. In order to get the final output many “Imitating” is need. 

The corpus is a kernel problem when design example-based MT. if the examples are not enough, then 

system may not find the closely translation-pair. Determine the size of corpus and adding new examples to 
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corpus are problem we have to concern. For example adding too much same or similar example may be 

decrease the performance. 

4.6 Hybrid approach: 

Nowadays, most of Web-based MTs are based on the statistical approach, however, when statistical 

approach can produce the better translation easier, it still can’t reach the quality for people to fully 

understand, especially when translating long sentences, or texts. The reason is the semantic information is 

not involved to statistical approach, and most of the systems translate on Phrase/Segment-level. On the 

other hand, build a rule-based MT is expensive, when adding linguistic rule, the result will be inconsistent, 

adding a new language is different too.  

Therefore, some Web-based MTs are trying to build their web-based MTs with Hybrid approach, to 

combining different approaches with different usage in MT translation. For instance, SYSTRAN 

implemented Hybrid Rule-based and Statistical approach in 2010, which support the translation technology 

to Yahoo! Babel Fish [10]. 

One kind of the Hybrid approach is combined Rule-based and statistical MT [2]. The rule-based 

approach is used as translation engine; statistical approach obtains the output of rule-based and adjusts or 

corrects it. Another kind of Hybrid approach also uses this 2 approach: Statistical approach as translation 

engine, rule-based is responsible for pro-process the training data, and post-processes the statistical output. 

 

5. Modules and Resources 

According different MT system’s kernel Approach, Scaling and Complexity, different modules and 

resources will be used. But some modules are basic in a particular approach. For instance, the translation and 

language model are the basic modules; the aligned bilingual corpus is based resource for the statistical 

approaches.  

5.1 First Example 

This MT system is developed to translate English text into Sinhala through the web site [14]: 
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Figure 8: Module and resource of MT System [14] 

� Resource:  

- English and Sinhala Concept Dictionary: Store the semantic information of each word. 

- English and Sinhala Rule Dictionary: store rules of different word forms, e.g. Suffix of nouns 

- English and Sinhala Word Dictionary: Store the words basic lexical information. 

- Bilingual Dictionary: Word Based Translation for English to Sinhala. 

� Module: 

- English Morphological analysis module: This module read the input sentences. The English Dictionary is 

required to analysis their morphological and lexical information, such as Part of Word (Noun, Verb, 

Adjective…) and grammatical information, such as Type of Noun (Personal, number…) and Tense of 

Verb etc.   

- English Parser module: categorizes the sentence into sub parts such as subject, verb and complement. 
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- Translator and transliteration modules: Based on the Bilingual Dictionary, translator module will 

translate English into Sinhala. After that, the transliteration will handle the “Out-of-vocabulary word”, 

converse words in English into phonetically equivalent in Sinhala language writing system. 

- Sinhala Morphological analysis module: collect the output of the translator, English Morphological 

analysis and English Parser module, to generate the Sinhala word with fully grammatical information. 

In this module, Sinhala rule dictionary, Sinhala word dictionary and Sinhala concepts dictionary is used. 

- Sinhala Parser: according the grammatical words, compose those into a sentence correctly. 

5.2 Second Example 

The Second example is a Multi-languages MT system based on the Statistical approaches [15].  

 

Figure 9: Module and resource of MT System [15] 

In Section 3, it mentions the statistical approaches are worked by two models, Translation and 

Language Models. As the Figure 9 shows, in this system, there are 2 parts of modules, top is Translation 

Model and bottom is Language Model. 

� Module: 

- Word-to-word Alignment: Since source language is translated based on Segment, as Phrases, Words.  

Before translation, system first alignment the related translation between source language and target 

language word by word, which referenced by a bilingual corpus.  
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- Segment Extraction: After the alignment, the sentences in bilingual corpus are extracted to many 

segments and calculate the probability of them. The output is a Segment table. 

- Associated Sequence: learning from monolingual corpus, generate the probabilities for arrange with a 

sequence of words. 

- Statistical Translator: When source segment is inputted, MT System calculates the probability and 

obtain the translation of segments with Segment table, then calculate the probability of the most 

correct sequence with Associated Sequence. 

� Resource:  

- Bilingual Corpus: as a training data for translation model to calculating the probability, in order to find 

the most matching translation. 

- Monolingual Corpus: a target language corpus, as a training data for language model to calculating the 

probability, in order to associated the sequence. 

- Segment table: a table with the segments and correspond probabilities which learn by Bilingual 

Corpus. 

6. Different process and architectures of Web based MT Systems 

Nowadays, there are many different MT on web. How to get the source text on website, How to parse 

the input text, how to connect between client interface and translation server, how to send to result back… 

These issues make the different process and architectures between them. In this section, some cases of 

architectures are going to mention and discuss, after I search and study some related paper. 

6.1 First Case 

The first cases I studied are 2 web machine translators for translate English to Bangla [16] and Punjabi 

to Hindi [5]. The almost have the same process, translates an Source Language web site to Target Language 

web site, the input of this systems is URL, and then it outputs the URL of translated result to user web 

browser. 

The process and architecture is simple. 

 

Figure 6: System process and architecture of [16] and [5]. 
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Step 1: Parsing the HTML Source Code. In order to get the main translate source content, firstly this 

system uses a HTML Parser, to parse the input HTML Source code in the server side. In this step, HTML 

Parser omits all the tags in HTML, such as <html>, <body>, <h1>, <a> and so on, and retrieve content texts 

are combined a source text input file. 

Step 2: Translate the input text. The text input is translated by a MT with one of the translate 

approach what introduced in Section 3, and output the target language text as result. 

Step 3: Modifying the original HTML code. Use a Find to search the source main text in HTML code, 

and then replace it by the target language text with Replace Algorithm. The modified HTML code is 

redirected to client side and shown on the web browser. 

6.2 Second Case 

The second case is a web MT translates Arabic, Chinese or Spanish to English [17]. This system is used a 

statistical approach MT as kernel. Here is the architecture of it: 

 

Figure 7: System architecture of [17] 

In this 2-Level Layer architecture, on the client side, a web site user-interface is given for user to input 

the source text, choose the language-pair to become a translation request, is means by HTML form. The 

CGI, Common Gateway Interface, is a communication between web site and machine translator in server 

side. And a MT front-end is a coordinator, to forward different translation requests to appropriate 
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languages wrapper. 

On the server side, since this is a multilingual system, there are some wrappers of different 

Language-pair (as Chinese to English, Spanish to English). Each wrapper include a set of programs, kernel of 

MT system of translate one Source language to one Target language respectively, also some Pre-processing 

modern for source language. The Translation implement the MT program, then the result will send back to 

client side by the opposition direction. 

The components in the server side are connected by standard TCP-IP sockets. And the kernel MT 

program systems are run on Grid-Based cluster, in order to accelerate the speed of processing. 

6.3 Third Case 

 The third researched are use Moses toolkit as kernel, with different architecture designs to build 3 

web MT systems [15]. Here, Moses is a free software statistical machine translation engine that allows 

automatically training translation models. 

 

Figure 8-1: First system architecture design of [15] 

This architecture and translation processing are similar to Second case mentioned before. On sever side, 

it use Apache Web Server and Tomcat Server as a communication between kernel MT program system 

(Moses Toolkit) and Clients.   

But in this case, since every time Moses Toolkit can only handle 1 request, when multi-client send the 

requests at the same time, the Tomcat Server is response to queuing those requests by first in first out. 

When a request comes, the Moses Toolkit has to be activating and re-load the related language-pair MT 
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system every time. This is not efficiency although the design is simple. Therefore, other version of 

architecture has been developed. 

 

Figure 8-2: Second system architecture design of [15] 

The Moses Server is used instead of Moses Toolkit; Moses server can load multiple different language – 

pair translation modules and handle multiple requests at a time, the pros is it hasn’t re-load the 

language-pair MT system when a new request comes, the resources can be shared. The For example, if the 

requests are translating same target language of different source language continuously, it can reduce the 

server’s memory.  
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Figure 8-3: Third system architecture design of [15] 

In the third design, for each language-pair, system creates a separate Moses server. It keeps the 

translation resources, such as CPU, memory, independent of each other; the load of the resource is 

reduced. Compare the result of the second design, this design is better. 

 

7. Conclusion 

There are numerous web-based MT application are developing, existing in market with different 

approaches and architecture, but they also give a fast, instant translation to user. Although nowadays they 

still can’t provide the high quality output, but the services is satisfied for the general purpose as translate 

e-mail, a piece of text or phrase.  

 On the other hand, there are different ways to use web-based MT service, from a basic Client-Server 

MTs to automatic webpage translation, toolkit integration, and browser integration. Now, Google have 

published a mobile version web translation application, in addition to common translation, it also provides 

a translation service to directly to SMS and real-time Speech translation [18]. Relying the powerful 

computation and resource on network’s improving, in the future, the web machine translation will become 

more convenient and easier accessible. 
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